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1. Trailer II
2. Waking Up II
3. Mae's House II
4. The Long Fall

5. Pumpkin Head Guy
6. Investigation!

7. Library Investigations
8. Microfiche

9. Poetry Society
10. Church Hill

11. Church of The First Coalescence
12. Sleeping II
13. Astral Fish

14. Angus Climbs the Hill
15. Angus' Story

16. God?
17. Unknowable
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18. Rainy Day
19. Car Radio

20. Donut Wolf
21. I'm Going to Break Something

22. Dance Party
23. Cycles II

24. Finding Bea
25. Proximity
26. The Bridge

27. The Husker Bee Ballroom
28. Graveyard Investigations

29. Little Joe
30. The Historical Society

31. Ancient History
32. The Map Room

33. Someone's Coming
34. Lori M.

35. Skate Wolf
36. Thryy Wyrd Tyyns

37. Ghost Hunt
38. Run!

39. Urban Prairie
40. Sanctuary

41. Shapes
42. The Hole At The Center Of Everything

43. Eide Fight
44. Climb

45. Aftermath
46. Vignettes

47. Snow
48. Early Longest Night

49. End Credits
50. Space Dragon

51. Tick Tock
52. Germ's Trampoline

53. Cycles III
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i left my keys in my car. It's fun, free, and adds more replayability to an already replayable game. Nothing else needed to be said
:). I enjoyed the first time playing it, it's like a first person of some kind of legend of zelda game.
Only link is a girl now, i'm very curious to play this game till the end.
Any plans for VR support?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtunspYnuAQ. Wonderful oldschool TBS in one level with Heroes of M&M (or even
better). The only reason not to play is the months u will spend in it.. This is one of the most clever games I've played. It
simultaneously uses and lampoons or twists not just RPG tropes, but also anime girl stereotypes. Every time I think I've figured
the game out, it throws some new surprise at me. All of the side stuff feels valuable in terms of either mechanics or story; I
really can't think of another game that does that so well. And for a game which from the very start sets you up as needing to
grind, the grinding is really quite pleasant.

TL;DR: I can't recommend it highly enough. It never feels like this game is wasting your time and it is hilarious.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQFDzsTlaes&index=1&list=PLcB8zUSeYq0Als55HhjofpxHRGXfCAAcb. Probably the
best old FPS about crime.. oddly addictive

watch your resources, build lots of mines and forest towers, and a library asap

one issue i have is that all resources from storages seem to vanish when i upgrade them, rather frustrating but easy to ignore
when i dont try to upgrade 10 at once. quot;Last Dream: World Unknown" is a worthy successor to "Last Dream". It improves
on almost everything from the previous game (the first game had more puzzles) to create a thoroughly satisfying RPG
experience. In terms of new content, it has a turn-based strategy minigame where you defend a city from attackers. This was a
breath of fresh air.

Like the first game, the ending changes depending on whether or not you completed sidequests and defeated the superbosses.
Again, this provided a rewarding experience. I highly recommend this game, and love its music.. Shallow game. Worth 2 € max
!!!!!!
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Upgrade Your Hero And Build Your Harem!
For Great Justice!

This game is dripping with atmosphere, and it's nice to have a game in this genre that you can just buy and then that's it, it
doesn't try to milk you for cash. The visual effects for this game are top notch, and the end result is... well imagine if adventure
time was on even more crack, and possibly some acid. Definitely some acid. Great music too. A perfect game to play when your
too tired for something too involved and just want to chill.. This is a pretty good one. Not only is there a wide variety of HOG-
type puzzles, but the plot and backstory is this utterly wild combination of "Xena: Warrior Princess," "Buffy the Vampire
Slayer," and "They Live." With time travel!. A lot of people seem to not like this game. I'm not exactly sure why. I like it.
 Neil Gaiman does an excellent job with the short narrations. And the entire concept of an old house calling on a ghost to haunt
the current annoying residents out is in no way a new concept but it is done well here.
 The artwork is interesting. You won't see much like it. Now some are really hating it because they just can't seem to get why
everything is so...well ugly. However, I see that it is all based on Victorian style cartooning, (please go look up Alice in
Wonderland and look at the original artwork by John Tenniel, you'll see exactly what I'm referring to.) So its not supposed to
look pretty by todays standards, its supposed to look the way it does and I find that its quite charming.
 The puzzles; if your an adult or near adult then I imagine this game will be rather easy and will just become tedious to you. If
however, you have children or if you are a child then the puzzles will be challenging but not too much so.
 Now the Music, at first the music isn't the worst thing in the world but yes it does become very very irritating. The sound
effects are very repetitve and will make you want to shut off the sound. At least they did with me.
 Lastly, the bugs, yes there are some serious bugs. One is that the objects sometimes don't interact with the enviroment like they
are supposed to. Sometimes the items at the end of the level when they are all flying around the room will indeed go through
each other or through the walls. And yes sometimes the game will in a sense freeze up because the people wont run out of the
room but rather just run around the room trying to get out and you will have to restart the level.
 As it stands currently I'd give it 3 out of 5 stars. If they fixed some of the bugs, then maybe would consider raising it to a 4 out
of 5.. First of all, the game is really short \u2014 all locations are shown in the trailer, though you'll visit some of them multiple
times \u2014 and the ending may seem underwheliming because it doesn't solve the main mystery of the game. But thematically
Legendary Gary is quite focused, the idea of "game within a game" which also crosses with reality as in Neverending Story is
developed very well, and you may also have that "hey, this game is also like my life" feeling from time to time.
The fights with simultaneous turns are quite interesting. There's not many of them, and most are easy (a couple are harder, more
puzzle-like). It's also interesting how the characters' and enemies' (enemies often are characters too) skills and behaviour reflect
their personas.

Overall, nice little game.. Pretty good fun. I had control issues with kyboard but they weer all gone with teh xbox controller. I
don't usually enjoy these types of games too much tbut his one is definitely fun. Also has unlockables in the form of ships and
trails (lights behind ships) which you collect by finding items in the game. Each attempt is times and your best time added to a
global scoreboard, allowing you to be compared to your friends. Simple, cheap, fun.. Nope. Just nope.

I played it back when it first came out. Not sure if it's improved, but I'm not bother going to try. When you launch a game, you
need to be prepared, and these people were definitely not. Matchmaking didn't work most of the time and they had one server
somewhere in east europe to which I had a ping >400ms.. This expansion adds cool robots and a library where you can have a
good read! :3. 10\10 BEST GAME EWUR. i love how you can make a hitler stache on people. You can be a girl or a boy.

There's a gyaru, an idiot, and a perv.

You can ♥♥♥♥ all of them.

Boobs.

11/10 would not het again.
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